NOTES:

1. CHECK VALVE INTEGRAL TO XTERM MODELS 1005A–2005A.
   MODELS 2505–4005 REQUIRE CHECK VALVE INSTALLED IN
   EXTERNAL PLUMBING BY OTHERS.

2. PIPE ALL RELIEF VALVES TO DRAIN, OR AS LOCAL CODES REQUIRE.

3. PIPE SIZE MUST BE EQUAL TO THE BOILER INLET / OUTLET
   SIZE. SEE "PIPE SIZES" CHART ABOVE.

4. CONDENSATE MUST BE PIPED TO AN APPROVED DRAIN. LOCAL CODE
   MAY REQUIRE NEUTRALIZATION PRIOR TO DRAIN.

5. PROVIDE FOR THERMAL EXPANSION OF HOT WATER IF A BACKFLOW
   PREVENTER, CHECK VALVE, WATER METER OR PRESSURE-
   REDUCING VALVE IS INSTALLED IN THE COLD WATER LINE.

6. DECOUPLER SPAN MUST NOT EXCEED 4 PIPE DIAMETERS OR 12",
   WHICHEVER IS LESS.